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Abstract. We report on baryon resonance production and decay in proton-proton collisions at a kinetic
energy of 3.5 GeV based on data measured with HADES. The exclusive channels pp→ nppi+ and pp→ pppi0
as well as pp → ppe+e− are studied simultaneously for the first time. The invariant masses and angular
distributions of the pion-nucleon systems were studied and compared to simulations based on a resonance
model ansatz assuming saturation of the pion production by an incoherent sum of baryonic resonances
(R) with masses < 2 GeV/c2. A very good description of the one-pion production is achieved allowing for
an estimate of individual baryon-resonance production-cross-sections which are used as input to calculate
the dielectron yields from R → pe+e− decays. Two models of the resonance decays into dielectrons are
examined assuming a point-like RNγ∗ coupling and the dominance of the ρ meson. The results of model
calculations are compared to data from the exclusive ppe+e− channel by means of the dielectron and pe+e−
invariant mass distributions.
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1 Introduction
The investigation of baryon resonance (R) decays into a
nucleon (N) and a massive (virtual) photon (γ∗) provides
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a unique opportunity to explore the resonance structure. It
gives complementary information to the one obtained from
experiments studying resonance production by means of
electron or photon beams. The interaction vertex (RNγ∗)
is described by a set of electromagnetic Transition Form
Factors (eTFF), depending on the resonance isospin, spin,
parity and the four momentum squared (q2) of the vir-
tual photon. While in the electro-production experiments
q2 < 0, where the respective form factors are accessible
in the space-like region, the time-like region (q2 > 0)
can be probed by the process of resonance transition into
Ne+e− (commonly named Dalitz decay). A rich data sam-
ple of the transition amplitudes for ∆(1232), N(1440) and
N(1520) has been obtained in the space-like region in a
wide q2 range. Comparison of the data to various model
calculations allows to estimate contributions originating
from a quark core and a pion cloud (for a review see [1]).
The latter appears to be particulary important at small
q2, contributing significantly to the respective eTFF, as
for example shown for the ∆(1232). On the other hand,
no experimental data on the Dalitz decays of resonances
exist, though many theoretical calculations predict a sen-
sitivity of the dilepton invariant mass distribution to the
RNγ∗ vertex structure. Indeed, according to the Vector
Meson Dominance (VMD) model of Sakurai [2] the vir-
tual photon coupling to a hadron is mediated entirely by
intermediate vector mesons ρ/ω/φ. Hence, it is expected
that the contribution of mesons to the interaction vertex
modifies the q2 dependence of the respective eTFF and
produces an enhancement near the vector meson poles.
However, it has also been realized that such strict VMD
leads to an overestimation of the radiative R → Nγ de-
cay widths when the known R→ Nρ branching ratios are
used in calculations (see e.g. [3,4]). Various solutions of
this problem were proposed, as for example the applica-
tion of two independent coupling constants for the vector
mesons and photon [3], destructive interferences between
contributions from higher ρ/ω states [5] or different cou-
plings to the quark core and pion cloud [7]. The salient
feature of all these models, however, is a significant mod-
ification of the eTFF due to the vector meson-resonance
couplings.
Understanding the couplings of vector-meson resonances
is of utmost importance also for another but closely con-
nected reason. A strong modification of the ρ meson spec-
tral function is observed in dilepton invariant mass distri-
butions measured in ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions
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at SPS [8,9] and also at RHIC [10,11]. The experimen-
tal findings are consistently explained by model calcula-
tions assuming strong couplings of the ρ meson to baryon-
resonance − nucleon-hole states excited in hot and dense
nuclear matter [12]. Similar calculations for cold nuclear
matter predict also strong off-shell ρ couplings to the low-
mass baryon resonances like N(1440), N(1520), N(1720)
and ∆(1620) shifting part of the strength of the ρ me-
son spectral function down below the meson pole [14]
(for recent review see also [15]). The respective coupling
strengths are usually constrained in models by the data
from meson photo-production and/or known resonance-
ρN branchings and extrapolations assuming VMD (see for
example [13]). An independent experimental information,
however, would be extremely important for a validation of
these calculations. Pion induced reactions, as for example
pi−p → e+e−n, are ideally suited for such investigation,
but have not been studied yet. Alternative reaction chan-
nels like proton-proton collisions at low bombarding ener-
gies can be used, yet, at the expense of a more complicated
description of the resonance production.
To begin with a discussion of proton-proton reactions,
we shall recall the results of first high statistics measure-
ments of inclusive e+e− production in p+p and p+Nb col-
lisions at 3.5 GeV kinetic energy [16,17]. The comparison
of the measured dielectron invariant mass distributions
to calculations based on a resonance model [18] clearly
suggests the important role of R → Nρ → Ne+e− de-
cays. A very good description of the data by the calcu-
lation seems to support such a scheme, where dielectrons
are produced entirely through the intermediate ρ. How-
ever, as the authors of [18] conclude, the obtained results
should be treated as an ”educated guess” because both
resonance production and their dielectron decays are sub-
ject to large uncertainties. More exclusive data with vari-
ous final states are needed to pin down the mechanism of
the resonance production and decay. Moreover, in the cal-
culations, a good description of the e+e− invariant mass
distributions could also be achieved assuming a mass de-
pendent eTFF of the ∆(1232) [6,18] but neglecting con-
tributions from higher mass baryonic resonances. On the
other hand, such strong modification of the∆(1232) eTFF
leads to an overestimate of the dielectron yield at high
transverse momentum and is not confirmed by recent cal-
culations [7].
The GiBUU model [18,19] uses a parametrization of
the resonance production cross sections according to the
model of Teis et al. [20]. This model assumes constant
matrix elements for the resonance production, except the
∆(1232), where the results of a One-Pion-Exchange (OPE)
calculation [21] are adopted. In our earlier studies of one-
pion production in p+p reactions at 1.25 and 2.2 GeV we
have shown that this model describes the data well if the
angular distributions of the dominant ∆(1232) are slightly
modified with respect to the original OPE results [22].
There are, however, also other prescriptions to parameter-
ize resonance production amplitudes, as for example the
one used in the UrQMD transport model [23]. Although
the corresponding calculations overestimate the inclusive
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e+e− production in p+ p at 3.5 GeV [16], a more detailed
comparison to exclusive data on one-pion and dielectron
production is necessary to conclude on the reason of the
discrepancy. On the other hand, there are also calcula-
tions based on the Lund string model [24,25] which in-
clude explicitly solely ∆(1232) resonance production and
model the vector meson production via string fragmenta-
tion. The latter also predicts a very different shape and
yield of the dielectron invariant mass distribution resulting
from ρ meson decays. Therefore, exclusive data are nec-
essary to clarify the question about resonance production
and their contribution to dielectron production in this en-
ergy range. The investigations are also important for the
future HADES and Compressed Baryonic Matter (CBM)
programs at FAIR which address studies of dielectron pro-
duction in the 3− 10 AGeV beam energy range.
In this work, we present results from three exclusive
channels: pp→ pnpi+, pp→ pppi0 and pp→ ppe+e− inves-
tigated at the kinetic beam energy of 3.5 GeV (
√
s = 3.18
GeV in our fixed-target experiment). The analysis of the
first two channels is focused on one-pion production with
the aim to learn about the baryon resonance excitation.
We show a detailed comparison to simulations based on
the resonance model [20] and determine baryon resonance
production cross sections. The obtained cross sections are
used to calculate dielectron Dalitz yields which are com-
pared to the ones measured in the exclusive ppe+e− chan-
nel. Such channel selects, from many other possible di-
electron sources, only those which are related to the two-
body vector meson decays and the resonance conversions
R→ pe+e−. The other dielectron sources dominating the
inclusive e+e− production, in particular the Dalitz decays
of η(pi0) → e+e−γ and ω → pi0e+e−, can be effectively
suppressed via kinematical constraints. In the calculations
of the resonance Dalitz decay spectra we use a point like
RNγ∗ coupling (constant eTFFs), constrained by exper-
imental data on R → Nγ transitions as given in [26].
We are going to show that modifications of the respec-
tive eTFF due to the resonance-vector meson couplings
will be directly visible in the e+e− invariant mass distri-
butions. In the next steps we compare then the exclusive
ppe+e− data to the calculations assuming dominance of
the ρ meson.
Our work is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present
experimental conditions, apparatus and principles of the
particle identification and momentum reconstruction. We
also explain the methods used to separate the exclusive re-
action channels and to normalize the experimental yields.
In Section 3 we discuss our simulation chain consisting
of the event generator and model of the detectors, which
is used to determine its acceptance and the reconstruc-
tion efficiency. In Section 4 we present our results on the
hadronic pnpi+ and pppi0 final states, and in Section 5
we discuss the ppe+e− final state and comparisons to the
above mentioned models. We close with conclusions and
outlook in subection 5.3.
2 Experiment
2.1 Detector overview
The High Acceptance Di-Electron Spectrometer (HADES)
consists of six identical sectors covering polar angles 180-
850 with respect to the beam axis. In the experiment
a proton beam with intensities of up to 107 particles/s
was impinging on a 5 cm long liquid-hydrogen target (1%
interaction probability). The momentum vectors of pro-
duced particles are reconstructed by means of the four
drift chambers (MDC) placed before (two) and behind
(two) the magnetic field region provided by six coils of
a super-conducting toroid. The experimental momentum
resolution typically amounts to 2 − 3% for protons and
pions and 1 − 2% for electrons, depending on the mo-
mentum and the polar emission angle. Particle identifi-
cation (electron/ pion/proton) is provided by a hadron
blind Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detector, centered
around the target, two time-of-flight walls based on plas-
tic scintillators covering polar angles larger (TOF) and
smaller (TOFINO) than 450, respectively, and a Pre-Shower
detector placed behind TOFINO. A detailed description of
the spectrometer, track reconstruction and particle iden-
tification methods can be found in [27].
In the experiment a two-stage hardware trigger was
used: (i) the first-level trigger (LVL1) based on hit multi-
plicity measurements in the TOF/TOFINO walls and (ii)
the second-level trigger (LVL2) for electron identification
requesting at least one ring in RICH correlated with a
fast particle hit in TOF or an electromagnetic cascade in
the Pre-Shower detector. The analysis of hadronic chan-
nels was based on LVL1 triggered events selected by a hit
multiplicity MUL ≥ 3 in the time-of-flight detectors. The
events used for the dielectron analysis were selected using
the LVL1 condition and, in addition, a positive LVL2 deci-
sion. All events with a positive LVL2 trigger decision and
every third LVL1 event, irrespective of the LVL2 decision,
were recorded, yielding a total of 1.17× 109 events of the
reaction p(3.5 GeV)+p.
2.2 Selection of reaction channels
In this work we present results for three exclusive final
states: pppi0, pnpi+ and ppe+e−. The analysis methods are
similar to those presented already in detail in [22] on p+p
collisions at lower beam energies. Below we summarize the
most important steps relevant for the analysis presented
in this paper.
The channels with pions were selected using events
containing at least two tracks from positively charged par-
ticles. Particle identification (PID) of the tracks was achieved
by the application of two-dimensional selection criteria on
the correlation between the velocity (β = v/c) and the
momentum reconstructed in the TOF/TOFINO detectors
and the MDC, respectively. Since there was no dedicated
start detector in the experiment, a special time of flight
reconstruction method was applied, as described below.
For each event two hypotheses were tested assuming (i)
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Fig. 1. Left: missing mass squared of the ppi+ system with
respect to the beam-target pp system. Right: an example of a
fit within the squared missing mass window around the neutron
peak at (Mppi
+
miss)
2=0.88 GeV2/c4.
detection of two protons (2p events) and (ii) detection of
one pion and one proton (ppi+ events). For each hypoth-
esis, both hadrons were considered as reference particles
of known masses and momenta. Consequently, the time-
of-flight of the reference particle was calculated, and the
velocities of all the other reaction products were deduced
using only the time-of-flight differences to the reference
particles. If there were more than two tracks per event,
the procedure was repeated for all two-track combinations
and the best was selected by means of a χ2 test.
For the ppe+e− final state, events containing at least
one hadron track from a positively charged particle and
one dielectron pair were selected. The electron tracks were
identified by means of the RICH detector, providing also
the electron emission angles for matching with tracks re-
constructed in the MDC. In the next step, the event hy-
pothesis method, described above, was used for all pe+e−
candidates in a given event. Furthermore, the same proce-
dure was also applied for the pe−e− and the pe+e+ track
combinations in order to estimate the combinatorial back-
ground (CB) originating mainly from multi-pion (pi0) pro-
duction followed by a photon conversion in the detector
material. The CB was estimated using the like-sign pair
technique (given as a sum of like-sign pairs in events with
one proton at least), as described in [22,27].
Finally, the missing masses of two-particle pp and ppi+
systems, and three-particle pee (for the like-sign and the
unlike-sign pairs) systems with respect to the beam-target
system were evaluated for a selection of the channels. The
subsequent final states were identified via cuts in the one-
dimensional missing mass distributions around the value
of the not detected particle, pi0, neutron or proton, respec-
tively. The momentum vectors of not detected particles
were obtained from momentum conservation.
2.3 Missing mass distributions
Figure 1 (left) displays the distribution of missing mass
squared of the ppi+ pair with respect to the beam-target
]4/c2 [GeV2)
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Fig. 2. Left: missing mass squared of the pp system (black
dots), simulated two-pion (blue line) and the difference distri-
butions (red points) after rejection of the elastic proton-proton
scattering events. Right: an example of a fit to the subtracted
spectrum in the squared missing mass window (limited by the
vertical dashed lines) around the missing mass pi0 peak.
system, where the prominent peak centered around the
nominal neutron mass (squared) is clearly visible. In or-
der to extract the yield related to the ppi+n final state the
background under the peak had to be subtracted. For this
purpose a fit function consisting of a polynomial (second
and third order were considered) and two Gauss functions
accounting for the background and the peak, respectively,
were used to fit the experimental distributions. We have
checked that such a fit describes the missing mass distribu-
tions obtained from simulations (see below) and that the
widths of both distributions agree very well. The signal
yield was determined as the difference between the mea-
sured yield and the fitted background around the missing
mass peak. Various background parametrizations and fit
ranges were considered to evaluate the systematic error re-
lated to the extracted reaction yield. An example of such a
fit for the ppi+ events is presented in Fig. 1 (right) in the
missing mass range used for the signal yield extraction.
Typical systematic errors amount to 5 − 11%, depending
on the particle momenta and background distributions.
The same procedure was applied to determine the signal
yield in each bin of various distributions presented below.
Figure 2 (left) displays the square of the two-proton
missing mass distribution for 2p events after rejection of
the proton-proton elastic scattering events (see Section 2.4
for details). The background on the right hand side of the
pi0 mass is much higher (black dots) and not well sepa-
rated from the dominant pi0 peak. The other two peaks
visible on top of the continuum stemming from two-pion
production, correspond to the mass squared of η and ω
mesons, respectively. The shape of the two-pion contri-
bution (dashed blue line) was obtained from dedicated
Monte Carlo simulations (see below), assuming uniform
phase space population and with normalization to the
measured yield. It was verified that details of the mod-
eling of the two-pion production did not modify the shape
of the background and led only to slight changes of its
magnitude. In order to extract the signal yield related to
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the pppi0 channel, first the two-pion contribution was sub-
tracted followed by a signal + background fit done in a
similar way as in the ppi+ case. Finally, the yield of the
pppi0 final state was calculated in the window depicted in
Fig. 2 (right) as the difference between the measured yield
and the fitted background. To correct for a small contri-
bution from the η, the signal was calculated based on the
left half of the pi0 peak position multiplied by factor 2.
The same procedure was applied to extract the pion pro-
duction yields as a function of other kinematical variables
presented in the next sections.
A measurement of any three particles out of four is
sufficient for a complete reconstruction of the ppe+e− fi-
nal state. The largest acceptance is achieved for this re-
action channel if the detection of one proton and a di-
electron is requested. Figure 3 (left) shows the missing
mass distribution of the pe+e− system (black squares) to-
gether with the CB (a sum of the pe−e− and pe+e+ con-
tributions depicted by red points). The blue histogram
presents the signal after the CB subtraction. One should
note that the CB contribution increases with the missing
mass but it is small in the interesting region around the
mass of a missing proton. The right side of Fig. 3 displays
the dielectron invariant mass distributions for events lo-
cated inside the window centered around the proton mass
(0.8 < Mpe
+e−
miss < 1.04 GeV/c
2) for: (i) the unlike-sign
pairs (black squares) and (ii) the CB (red dots) for the
e+e− pairs with masses M e
+e−
inv > 0.14 GeV/c
2. The lat-
ter condition removes abundant pairs originating from
the pi0 Dalitz decay and allows for better inspection of
high-mass e+e− pairs stemming from the baryon reso-
nance conversions (R → pe+e−) and from vector mesons
(ρ/ω → e+e−) decays. To deduce the yield related to
the ppe+e− final state and the background contribution,
dedicated Monte Carlo simulations, described in the next
section, were performed including a realistic detector re-
sponse and relevant dielectron sources.
2.4 Normalization
The reaction cross sections were determined using the
yield Nel of elastic proton-proton scattering measured si-
multaneously to the other reaction channels. The normal-
ization procedure was described in detail in [16], the over-
all normalization error was estimated to be 8%.
3 Simulations and acceptance corrections
3.1 Event generation
Simulations of pion and dielectron production in proton-
proton collisions at kinetic energy of 3.5 GeV were per-
formed by means of the PLUTO event generator [29]. A
resonance model assuming that the pion production cross
section is given by the incoherent sum of various baryon
resonance contributions was implemented. We have in-
cluded all four-star resonances used by Teis et al. [20] to
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Fig. 3. Left: missing mass distribution for the pe+e− system
(black squares), sum of pe+e+ and pe−e− (red dots), account-
ing for the combinatorial background, and the signal pe+e−
system (blue histogram) for Me+e− > 0.14 GeV/c
2. Right: di-
electron invariant mass for the signal pairs (black squares) and
the CB (red dots) for the events inside the window around the
mass of the missing proton (left panel: limited by the vertical
dashed lines, 0.8 < Mpe
+e−
miss < 1.04 GeV/c
2). The total num-
ber of signal pairs amounts to 750. Note that the number of
counts is given here per GeV/c2 to account for the variable bin
width used.
fit the total one-pion and the η meson production cross
sections in the range 2.0 <
√
s < 5.0 GeV. As already
mentioned, the production amplitudes of the resonances
extracted in [20] are constant and depend neither on the
beam energy nor on the resonance production angle, ex-
cept for the ∆(1232) resonance for which a strong depen-
dence on the four-momentum transfer from the incoming
proton is included in accordance with the OPE results
[21]. So far, the model was however confronted only with
data at lower energies [22], where the ∆(1232) resonance
is dominating. We have extended the dependence of res-
onance production on the production angle to all reso-
nances, as described below. Furthermore, the resonance
production cross sections were treated in simulations as
free parameters but with fixed isospin relations between
production cross sections for the pnpi+ and the pppi0 final
states in the respective I = 3/2 (∆) and I = 1/2 (N∗)
channels (see [22]).
Table 1 summarizes the relevant resonance properties
implemented in the simulations: the total decay widths
(Γ ), the branching ratios (BR) for Npi and the pe+e− de-
cays (note that the latter ones are defined for the single
charge states only). The resonance widths and the Npi de-
cay branches are adopted from [20], except for N(1535),
∆(1910) and ∆(1950) the properties of which were taken
from [30] due to large differences with respect to more
recent evaluations. Resonances of similar masses and the
same isospin, I = 3/2 (∆) or I = 1/2 (N∗), are grouped
together in the table for the following reason. In our anal-
ysis we identify various resonances by means of the Npi
invariant mass distributions, hence the ∆++ and N∗+ res-
onances can be identified as peaks in the ppi+ and the
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JP Resonances ΓR [MeV ] BR(Npi) BR(pe
+e−)
3/2+ ∆(1232) 120 1 4.2e-5
1/2+ N(1440) 350 0.65 3.06e-6
3/2− N(1520) 120 0.55 3.72e-5
1/2− N(1535) 150 0.46 1.45e-5
3/2+ ∆(1600) 350 0.15 0.73e-6
1/2− ∆(1620) 150 0.25 1.73e-6
1/2− N(1650) 150 0.8 8.03e-6
5/2− N(1675) 150 0.45 1.02e-6
5/2+ N(1680) 130 0.65 1.97e-5
3/2+ N(1720) 150 0.2 3.65e-6
3/2− ∆(1700) 300 0.15 1.38e-5
5/2+ ∆(1905) 350 0.15 1.46e-6
1/2+ ∆(1910) 280 0.25 0.73e-5
7/2+ ∆(1950) 285 0.4 3.06e-6
Table 1. List of resonances and their properties included in the
simulations. Some groups of resonances cannot be separated in
data. In such a case the resonance with the largest coupling
to pion and dielectron channels (printed in bold) is used in
simulations. See the text for details.
npi+ invariant mass distributions. The resonances grouped
together in Table 1 cannot be isolated by means of the
respective Npi invariant mass distributions because they
overlap. In such cases, in the simulations we have se-
lected the resonances (printed in bold style) which have
the largest decay branches to the nucleon-pion and to the
proton-dielectron final states. In the discussion (see Sec-
tion 5) of the resulting dielectron yields we have estimated
a model uncertainty following from such a selection.
For the resonances, the relativistic Breit-Wigner for-
mula with mass dependent widths was used as in [20].
The branching ratios of the Dalitz decays, given in Ta-
ble 1, are taken from calculations in [26], where they are
deduced from the known couplings to photons and are de-
fined at the poles of resonances. The full description of the
dependency of differential decay widths dΓpe+e−/dme+e−
on the resonance masses are included in the PLUTO event
generator as given by the calculations [26]. They hold only
for a point-like RNγ∗ coupling and no effects of mass de-
pendent eTFF are included, as for example predicted by
VMD models [5]. Nevertheless, they can be regarded as a
well defined reference to search for effects related to modi-
fications of the resonance-virtual photon vertex due to the
intermediate vector meson states.
We have also compared the results of [26] with other
prescriptions for the ∆(1232) Dalitz decay [5,31,32] used
in the dielectron calculations. The disagreement is dis-
cussed in [35]. We have found that only the prescriptions
of [5,26] consistently reproduce the measured value of the
∆(1232)→ Nγ decay width at q2 = 0 with the experimen-
tally known magnetic dipole form factor GM = 3.0± 0.05
[1] and electric quadrupole form factor GE ≈ 0.
For the angular distributions of the produced reso-
nances we have assumed anisotropic emission in the proton-
proton center-of-mass frame depending on the four-mo-
mentum transfer∗ t = (p1 − pR)2, calculated between the
four-momentum vectors of the outgoing resonance (pR)
and the incoming nucleon (p1):
dσR/dt ∼ A/tα (1)
where A and α(M) are constants to be derived from the
comparison to the data, and M is the respective Breit-
Wigner resonance mass. The choice of such a parametriza-
tion was motivated by the experimental results on the res-
onance angular distributions from earlier proton-proton
experiments [36], where a strong forward-backward peak-
ing of the resonance production was observed. Moreover,
it was found that the anisotropy of the distribution de-
creases with increasing resonance mass. Such a behavior
is expected for peripheral reactions, where the production
of heavier resonances requires a larger four momentum
transfer and, consequently, a flattening of the angular dis-
tributions. The respective α dependency on M has to be,
however, found from a comparison to the data.
The decay angular distributions R → Npi of all res-
onances, except ∆(1232), have been assumed isotropic,
since little is known on the alignment of resonances after
production. The ∆(1232) decay has been modeled propor-
tional to 1+3cos2(θ), where θ is the angle of the pion (or
nucleon) in the∆ rest frame with respect to the beam axis.
Such a parametrization is predicted by the OPE model
and also corroborated by the experimental data [37].
Finally, for the simulation of the dielectron channels,
production and decays of the η, ρ and ω mesons must
be included. The total cross sections of the exclusive η
and ω production, ση = 140 ± 14 µb , σω = 146 ± 15
µb, respectively, were obtained from a parametrization
of the existing data [22,38]. Furthermore, the analysis of
the ppη Dalitz plot with η decaying into pi0pi+pi− from
our experiment [39] allows for an independent estimate of
the N(1535) production. It was found that the contribu-
tion of this reaction channel amounts to about 47% and
consequently leads to the total production cross section
σN(1535) ≃ 157 µb, taking into account the BR(N(1535)→
Nη) = 0.42 [30].
The total cross section for ρ meson production was
obtained from the ω cross section by σppρ = 0.5σppω , as
observed at Ebeam = 2.85 GeV in the DISTO experiment
[40]. This cross section, however, does not account for the
off-shell meson production via baryon resonances since it
could not be identified in the pi+pi− invariant mass.
The dielectron decays of the vector mesons were sim-
ulated as described in detail in [16]. From this work also
inclusive cross sections for vector meson production were
extracted (at this energy they are larger by a factor 2 than
the corresponding exclusive cross sections). They provide
important constraints on the total cross sections of the
reactions with final states containing additionally one or
two pions, for example pppi0(pi0)ω, pnpi+(pi0)ω. They were
included in our simulations assuming a production accord-
ing to phase space distributions.
∗ In the calculation of the momentum transfer we have used
the following convention for the definition of the incoming pro-
ton p1: if the resonance is emitted forward in the CM system,
p1 denotes the projectile, otherwise the target proton.
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Fig. 4. nppi+ final state: ppi+ (left) and npi+ (right) invari-
ant mass distributions compared to the result of simulations
(dashed curves) assuming an incoherent sum of the resonance
contributions shown by separate curves, as indicated in the leg-
end (color code in the online version). The data are normalized
to the proton-proton scattering yield Nel measured within the
HADES acceptance. Indicated error bars are dominated by the
systematic errors related to the signal extraction, the constant
normalization error (8%) is not included. Normalization to the
bin width is applied.
3.2 Acceptance and reconstruction efficiency
To compare the data with the simulation we used a full
analysis chain consisting of two steps: (i) processing of
the generated events through detectors using the HADES
GEANT package and (ii) applying all the reconstruction
steps as for the real data [27]. The normalization of the
simulated events was obtained by means of the proton-
proton elastic scattering yield which was simulated us-
ing the same procedure. The procedure allows for a direct
comparison of the measured distributions with the simu-
lated ones within the HADES acceptance. Furthermore, to
facilitate fast and easy comparison with the various reac-
tion models, the detector acceptance and the reconstruc-
tion efficiencies were calculated and stored in the form
of three-dimensional matrices (momentum, polar and az-
imuthal emission angles) for each particle species (p, pi+,
pi−, e+, e−). The acceptance matrices describe the geo-
metrical acceptance of the spectrometer, while the effi-
ciency matrices account for the detection and reconstruc-
tion losses within the detector acceptance. The resolution
effects were included by means of smearing functions act-
ing on the generated momentum vectors (the matrices and
smearing functions are available upon request from the
authors). The kinematical cuts related to the channel se-
lections were performed on the filtered events using the
same conditions as for the experimental data.
In Section 4.1 we compare various differential distri-
butions for the pnpi+ and the pppi0 final states within the
HADES acceptance with the Monte Carlo simulations fil-
tered through the HADES detector by means of the ac-
ceptance and efficiency matrices. Since the HADES ac-
ceptance is not complete, all acceptance corrections can
be performed only by means of a model, which must be
proven to be able to describe the data inside the HADES
acceptance. Therefore, a detailed comparison of such a
model with the data by means of various differential dis-
tributions is a mandatory prerequisite for any acceptance
corrections and is shown in Section 4.1 and in the ap-
pendix.
4 pnpi+ and pppi0 final states
4.1 Distributions within the HADES acceptance
We start the presentation of our results with the pp →
pnpi+ reaction channel. It allows for a separation of the
double (∆++) and the single charged resonances (∆+, N∗+)
by an analysis of the ppi+ and the npi+ invariant mass dis-
tributions, respectively. Figure 4 shows the data overlayed
with the result of the simulation assuming contributions
from the resonances listed in Table 1. The data points
are normalized to the elastic scattering yields (Nel) and
are displayed together with the errors stemming from the
background subtraction procedure, as discussed in Section
2.2 (statistic errors are negligible). The normalization er-
ror is not included.
Since the resonance line shapes are fixed in our simu-
lations, the only free parameters, to be found by a com-
parison to the data, are the resonance production yields
and the angular distributions, given by Eq. (1). The yields
of the resonances were obtained from simultaneous fits to
the invariant mass and the four-momentum transfer distri-
butions using an iterative procedure described below. In
the first step the ∆(1232)++ resonance, dominating the
ppi+ invariant mass distribution, was considered. In or-
der to extract the slope parameter α(M) for the ∆(1232),
the acceptance and efficiency corrected distribution of the
ppi+ yield as a function of t for the events with an in-
variant mass window centered around the resonance pole
were plotted, as shown in Fig. 5 (left). The experimental
distribution was fitted with a function given by Eq. (1)
and the constants A(M), α(M) were determined. In the
next step, the obtained ∆(1232)++ and ∆(1232)+ contri-
butions were subtracted and the same procedure was per-
formed for the npi+ events in the region of the N(1440)
resonance selected by the respective selection cut on the
invariant mass. The yield of the ∆+ was calculated using
the isospin relation σ∆++→ppi+ = 9σ∆+→npi+ . The sum
of both ∆ contributions produces a broad smooth distri-
bution in the npi+ invariant mass spectrum, as it can be
seen in Fig. 4 (right). On the other hand, the N∗ contribu-
tions in the ppi+ invariant mass under the ∆(1232) peak
are very small and influence the fit of the ∆++ angular
distribution only marginally.
In a similar manner, the contributions of higher mass
resonances N(1520)+, N(1680)+ and ∆(1910)+ were ex-
tracted in iterative steps. Figure 5 (left) shows the accep-
tance and efficiency corrected t distributions for the three
proton (neutron)-pion mass regions together with the fits
and the dependence of the α parameter (middle panel) on
the resonance mass extracted from the data. The points
with the errors correspond to all investigated resonances,
while the points without errors (blue) indicate the values
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of α deduced from the fit which are used for the other res-
onances. The observed decrease of α with the resonance
mass is equivalent to the flattening of the angular distri-
butions, as also observed in other experiments [36]. We
have checked that the angular distribution of the ∆(1232)
production obtained from the fit agrees quite well with
the one obtained from the already mentioned OPE model
of Dimitriev and Sushkov [21].
The consistency of the procedure was verified by a sim-
ulation with all components included, according to the de-
rived cross sections, given in the next section, and the res-
onance angular distributions obtained as described above.
The acceptance correction of the t distributions has been
repeated with the improved model and new α parame-
ters were determined. The second iteration changed only
marginally the fit parameters. The final decomposition
(here within the HADES acceptance) of the simulated ppi+
yield as a function of cos(θppi
+
CM ) into individual contribu-
tions from the resonances is displayed in Fig. 5 (right). The
asymmetric shape of the angular distribution is due to the
acceptance favoring the detection of ppi+ pairs emitted in
the CM in backward direction (or, equivalently, npi+ pairs
in forward direction). The HADES acceptance and recon-
struction efficiency increase as a function of the resonance
mass from 6% to 15%.
Finally, the extracted resonance yields and the angu-
lar distributions were included in the simulation of the
pp → pppi0 reaction channel. In our model, the cross sec-
tions for the pnpi+ and pppi0 final states are fixed by their
isospin relations, hence no additional scaling is allowed. In-
deed, a very good agreement between simulation and the
data was also achieved for this reaction channel. Figure 6
presents a comparison of the ppi0 invariant mass and the
CM angle distributions of the ppi0 system, obtained in the
experiment, with the results of the simulation. Since the
two final-state protons are undistinguishable, both com-
binations of protons with a neutral pion were included in
the presented distributions by taking two possible com-
binations per event (each with a weight 0.5). Contrary
to the pnpi+ final state, the intensity of the ∆(1232) res-
onance is reduced and the contributions of higher mass
resonances are more pronounced. One should note, how-
ever, that the distributions are strongly affected by the
HADES acceptance which is in general smaller by a fac-
tor 2− 3, depending on the ppi0 mass, as compared to the
acceptance for the pnpi+ final state. In the angular dis-
tributions for the two reaction channels (right panels of
Figs. 5 and 6), a clear cut-off is visible in the ppi0 case.
While the acceptance for the pnpi+ channel is large for
the backward emitted ppi+ pairs the acceptance for the
pppi0 is strongly reduced in this region. Consequently, ppi0
events from reactions characterized by small momentum
transfer are suppressed with respect to the ppi+ case.
To perform more detailed comparisons between the
data and the model we have also investigated angular
distributions defined in the Gottfried-Jackson (GJ) and
the helicity (H) reference frames. The respective distri-
butions are presented in the Appendix and show overall
good agreement with our model. The distributions in the
GJ reference frame are related to the decay angles in the
resonance rest frame which in particular corroborate our
assumptions about the ∆(1232) decay (see Figs. 13 and
14).
4.2 Acceptance corrected cross sections
Based on the studies presented in the previous section, we
conclude that our simulation reproduces the data satisfac-
torily. Therefore the simulation can be used to correct the
data for losses due to limited acceptance and inefficien-
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Fig. 6. pppi0 final state: ppi0 invariant mass distribution (left)
and the CM angular distributions (right) compared to the re-
sult of the simulation (line style as in Fig. 4, normalization to
the bin width is applied).
cies of the detection and the reconstruction processes. Ac-
ceptance corrected distributions can then be compared to
other reaction models than those used in the simulation.
The correction factors were calculated from the simula-
tions as the ratio between the generated and the accepted
and reconstructed distributions as one dimensional func-
tions for all studied kinematical variables separately (i.e
the invariant masses and the various angles discussed in
the previous section). In this chapter we present only some
selected distributions.
Figure 7 displays the acceptance and efficiency cor-
rected charged pion differential cross sections as a func-
tion of the ppi+ and the npi+ invariant masses for the pnpi+
final state. The distributions are overlayed with the simu-
lation decomposed into contributions of the ∆ and the N∗
resonances, indicated as in the previous Figs. 5-6. One can
notice, by comparing to the respective uncorrected distri-
butions shown in Fig. 4, that the corrections enhance the
low-mass ∆(1232) region for the ppi+ and npi+ systems
and the high-mass region (Mnpi+ > 1.9 GeV/c
2) for the
npi+ system. The salient feature of the ppi+ system is,
as already observed in the uncorrected spectra, a domi-
nant ∆(1232)++ contribution and a slight enhancement
aroundMppi+ = 1.9 GeV/c
2 which may indicate contribu-
tions from the higher mass ∆ states. The line shape of the
∆(1232)++, which dominates the ppi+ invariant mass dis-
tribution up to 1.6 GeV/c2, is perfectly described by our
simulation. This observation is important in view of the
various parameterizations of the resonance spectral func-
tion used in transport models which substantially differ
at high ∆ masses as discussed in [34]. Our fit supports
a parametrization of the total width based on the Moniz
model [33] which strongly suppresses the high-mass tail of
the resonance (see [34] for details).
The npi+ invariant mass distribution reveals also con-
tributions of the single-charged resonances:∆(1232)+,N(1440),
N(1520) and N(1680). This region is, however, dominated
by npi+ pairs from the ∆(1232)++n → ppi+n final state
and is characterized by a continuous invariant mass dis-
tribution with an enhancement around 1.9 GeV/c2. It is
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Fig. 7. nppi+ final state: Acceptance corrected ppi+ (left) and
npi+ (right) invariant mass distributions compared to the sim-
ulation result (dashed curves). Resonance contributions are
shown separately (line style as in Fig. 4).
interesting to note that the enhancement is due to the
assumed anisotropy of the ∆(1232)++ decay 1 + 3cos2(θ)
which is also corroborated by the angular distributions ob-
tained in theGJ frame (see Fig. 13 in the Appendix). Note
that the ∆(1232) contribution shown in Fig. 7 presents
the sum of ∆(1232)++ and ∆(1232)+, where the latter
resonance peaks approximately at the pole position. It is
particularly important to note the strong contributions of
the N(1520) and N(1680) resonances which are relevant
for dielectron production because of their relatively large
Dalitz decay branching ratios (see Table 1).
The acceptance corrected invariant mass distributions
for pppi0 final states are shown in Fig. 8 together with the
simulation results. In contrast to the pnpi+ reaction chan-
nel, the pppi0 final state is sensitive only to the contribu-
tions of single-charged resonances, hence the very strong
signal from the double-charged ∆(1232)++ is absent and
other resonances are more prominent. On the other hand,
a disadvantage of this channel is that the final state of
two protons does not allow for a unique reconstruction of
the resonance mass and leads to a slight spectral distortion
due to averaging between two possible pion-proton combi-
nations. Nevertheless, the enhancements around N(1520)
and N(1680) are also clearly visible, as it is the case in the
pp → pnpi+ reaction channel. Figure 8 (right) shows the
differential cross section as a function of the CM angle of
the proton-pion system in comparison to our model calcu-
lations. The expected strong anisotropy, decreasing with
increasing resonance mass of the ppi0 production, is clearly
visible (see the components). The lack of data points be-
low cos(θppi
0
CM ) < −0.6 reflects the acceptance losses in the
HADES spectrometer.
From the acceptance corrected spectra the total cross
sections for the pppi0 and the pnpi+ final states can be
calculated. They have been obtained as an average of the
integrated differential cross sections expressed as a func-
tion of the pion-nucleon invariant mass and various angles
presented above. The respective cross sections amount to
σpppi0 = 2.50 ± 0.23(syst) ± 0.2(norm) mb and σpnpi+ =
10.69± 1.2(syst)± 0.85(norm) mb (the statistical errors
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are negligible). The systematic errors were estimated from
the differences between the integrated differential cross
sections obtained after the respective acceptance correc-
tions on the above mentioned distributions.
The pppi0 distributions presented above are particu-
larly interesting since they provide a direct input to cal-
culations of the resonance conversion R → pe+e−. How-
ever, as discussed above, in our simulation we have used
only a subset of resonances because we cannot distin-
guish between overlapping states in the pion-nucleon in-
variant mass distributions. Nevertheless, using the reso-
nance model ansatz we are able to extract upper limits on
contributions from other possible resonances within the
given groups in Table 1 and can calculate the respective
uncertainty of the dielectron yield. For this purpose we
have repeated our simulations substituting the selected
resonance with other resonances, one by one, belonging to
the same group (see Table 1) but keeping the other com-
ponents in the simulations unchanged. The obtained cross
sections are listed in the second column of Table 2. The
error in the determination of the cross section for produc-
tion of resonances were estimated for each resonance sepa-
rately from the pion-nucleon invariant mass distributions
by changing the respective yield within the experimen-
tal error bars but with all other components fixed. The
relative errors for some resonances are quite large due to
their small contribution to the pion production, leading
to a limited sensitivity.
The last two columns in Table 2 present the resonance
cross sections from the model of [20] and the modified val-
ues used in the GiBUU code [18] (values in brackets), as
well as the values used in the UrQMD [23] code. Figure 9
shows the total one-pion exclusive cross sections as a func-
tion of
√
s separated into contributions of the ∆(1232),
the higher mass ∆ (I = 3/2) and the N∗ (I = 1/2) res-
onances in comparison to the parametrization [20]. The
HADES results are superimposed as red symbols with er-
ror bars. The total pion production cross sections are equal
to the sum of the resonance contributions listed in Ta-
Resonances σR σ
Teis
R (σ
GiBUU
R ) σ
UrQMD
R
∆(1232) 2.53 ± 0.31 2.0 (2.2) 1.7
N(1440) 1.50 ± 0.37 0.83 (3.63) 1.15
N(1520) 1.8± 0.3 0.22 (0.27) 1.7
N(1535) 0.152 ± 0.015 0.53 (0.53) 0.8
∆(1600) < 0.24± 0.10 0.70 (0.14) 0.4
∆(1620) < 0.10± 0.03 0.60 (0.10) 0.2
N(1650) < 0.81± 0.13 0.23 (0.24) 0.4
N(1675) < 1.65± 0.27 2.26 (0.94) 1.2
N(1680) < 0.90± 0.15 0.21 (0.22) 1.2
N(1720) < 4.41± 0.72 0.15 (0.14) 0.68
∆(1700) 0.45 ± 0.16 0.10 (0.06) 0.35
∆(1905) < 0.85± 0.53 0.10 (0.06) 0.25
∆(1910) < 0.38± 0.11 0.71 (0.14) 0.08
∆(1950) < 0.10± 0.06 0.08 (0.10) 0.25
Table 2. Cross sections in units of mb for the single posi-
tively charged resonances extracted from our data (second col-
umn), the Teis et al. model [20] (third column) and used in the
GiBUU [18] (number in brackets in the third column) or the
UrQMD [23] (fourth column).
ble 2. For the isospin decomposition we have chosen cross
sections of the selected resonances indicated in bold. Al-
though the identification of resonances is ambiguous in the
nucleon-pion invariant mass region of overlapping states,
the decomposition is still feasible. It is performed by a
comparison of the corresponding yields in the npi+ and
ppi+ invariant mass distributions for the N∗ and ∆ reso-
nances and is given as the product of the resonance cross
section and the respective branching ratio. The compari-
son (see extracted values in the second column of Table 2)
shows a qualitative agreement with the decomposition in
[20] (third column). The differences are discussed below.
The ∆(1232)+ cross section obtained in our analysis
is slightly higher than that of [20] and is closer to the
cross section value used in GiBUU [18]. The total contri-
bution of higher mass ∆, with masses around M∆ ∼ 1620
MeV/c2 and M∆ ∼ 1910 MeV/c2, is clearly larger in the
fit [20] as compared to our results. One can hence con-
clude that the reduction of the respective cross sections
applied in the GiBUU version [18] are in line with our
findings. One can also notice that the cross sections for
the higher mass ∆ resonances are by a factor 2-3 larger
in the UrQMD code [23] as compared to the GiBUU [18]
but lower for the ∆(1232).
For the N∗ resonances we can directly compare cross
sections of N(1520), N(1535) and N(1440). Our cross sec-
tions are closer to the values used in UrQMD [23], except
forN(1535) which appears to be much larger in all models.
As explained above, we fix the cross section for N(1535)
by the data on η production. Although in [18] the sum
of the cross sections for all N∗ resonances is similar to
the model [20], the relative partition is different, giving
the largest weight to the N(1440) and a smaller one to
the N(1675). One should also notice that the cross sec-
tions for N(1720) and N(1680) used in [23] are also much
higher by a factor of about 5 − 6 than the ones used in
[18]. These cross sections, together with the cross section
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compilation is taken from [20]. The HADES results at
√
s =
3.18 GeV are depicted as full symbols (black squares from the
measuremets at lower energies [22]).
for the N(1520), ∆(1620) and ∆(1905) resonances play a
major role for dielectron production because of their large
pρ branching ratios.
The aforementioned features are visible in a compar-
ison to the pnpi+ differential cross sections plotted as a
function of the nucleon-pion invariant mass (Fig. 10). The
ppi+ invariant mass distribution is better described by sim-
ulations based on the cross sections used in [18] (dashed
histogram - model1). The parametrization used in [23]
(dotted histogram - model2) underestimates the ∆(1232)
production but overestimates the production of higher
mass ∆ states. On the other hand, the npi+ invariant
mass distribution, reflecting enhancements mainly due to
the N∗ resonances, clearly shows that the strong N(1440)
production implemented in model1 is not supported by
our data. There is also missing intensity around N(1520)
which could be explained by a larger resonance cross sec-
tion, as deduced from our fit. Indeed, we have checked that
taking the cross sections for both resonances and N(1535)
from our fit and leaving all the others without any change
one can reproduce our result shown in Fig. 7.
The comparison of the npi+ invariant mass distribution
to the calculations using the parametrization of resonance
cross sections applied inmodel2 shows a clear overshoot in
the mass region around N(1680) / N(1675) indicating too
strong contributions from these resonances. On the other
hand, the undershoot at low invariant masses is related to
a too small ∆(1232)++ cross section.
5 ppe+e− final state
As described in Section 2.2, the ppe+e− final state was
selected by a cut on the pe+e− missing mass 0.8 GeV/c2
< Mpe
+e−
miss < 1.04 GeV/c
2 (see Fig. 3). This distribution
and the e+e− and the pe+e− invariant mass distributions
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Fig. 10. nppi+ final state: Acceptance corrected ppi+ (left) and
npi+ (right) invariant mass distributions (symbols with error
bars) compared to the simulation results using the resonance
cross sections according to parametrizations taken from [18]
(dashed histogram - model1) or from [23] (dotted histogram -
model2).
are used below in comparison to various models. All exper-
imental distributions are normalized to the measured elas-
tic scattering yields, and the simulation results are filtered
through the acceptance and efficiency matrices followed by
a smearing with the experimental resolution. The data are
compared to simulations assuming the production cross
sections σR of baryon resonances from Table 2 and the ω
and ρ meson cross sections given in Section 3. These cross
sections are converted to yields via the measured proton-
proton elastic scattering yields of known cross section, as
explained in Section 2.4.
5.1 Point-like RNγ∗ coupling
We start with the assumption of a point-like RNγ∗ cou-
pling, called hereafter ”QED model”, and the resulting
baryon conversion yields given in [26] which assumes con-
stant eTFF.
The missing mass distribution of the pe+e− system
with respect to the beam-target system, after CB subtrac-
tion, is shown in Fig. 11 (left). The error bars represent
statistical (vertical) and the normalization (horizontal) er-
rors. The distribution is compared with the result of the
simulation (dashed curve) including the baryon resonances
and ρ, ω and η meson sources. The baryon resonances in-
cluded in the simulations are indicated by bold symbols
in Table 2 and grouped into two contributions, appearing
to be of similar size, originating from the ∆(1232) and the
higher mass (∆+, N∗) states. The hatched area uncovers
the model uncertainties related to the errors of resonance
and meson production cross sections (see below for a more
detailed discussion).
In order to account for events with Mpe
+e−
miss > Mp the
final states p∆+,0pi0,+, pp(n)ηpi0,+ were included in the
simulations. Channels with two and more pions were omit-
ted because of negligible contributions caused by smaller
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cross section and the small HADES acceptance for the
very forward emitted protons. As one can see, a very good
description of the pe+e− missing mass distribution could
be achieved with all the sources mentioned above, except
for the yield in the proton missing-mass peak itself. It is
important to note that the background under the proton
peak, related to final states other than ppe+e−, is smaller
than 6%. In particular, channels including the η → e+e−γ
decay are strongly suppressed.
The middle part of Fig. 11 displays the e+e− invariant
mass distribution for the events within the pe+e− miss-
ing mass window, shown by the vertical dashed lines in
the left pannel. It is compared to the simulation including
dielectron sources originating from the baryon resonance
decays and the two-body meson ρ, ω → e+e− decays. As
one can see, a very good agreement in the vector mass
pole is achieved. Since the exclusive production cross sec-
tion of vector mesons at this energy are rather well known,
the agreement confirms that the normalization and the
simulations of the HADES acceptance and reconstruction
efficiencies are under control. On the other hand, an ex-
cess of the contributions from the baryon resonances is
clearly visible below the vector meson pole. The effect
is obviously related to the apparent excess in the proton
missing-mass window. This is, however, not a surprise be-
cause one expects contributions from off-shell couplings of
the resonances to the vector mesons. As discussed above,
it is expected that such couplings modify the respective
eTFF which were assumed to be constant in the simu-
lations. Therefore, the observed enhancement below the
vector mass pole can be interpreted as a fingerprint of the
anticipated contribution.
The hatched area presents the model error on the di-
electron conversion yields related to the discussed ambi-
guities of the resonance assignments. Apart from the res-
onance production cross sections, the overlapping states
differ also in the branching ratios for the Dalitz decay
(see Tables 1 and 2). However, the effect on the pair yield
(hatched area) turns out to be rather moderate. This is
because the relative variation of the pair yield due to
changes in the resonance production cross sections is com-
pensated by the respective changes in the branching ratios
for the dielectron conversion. Consequently, one can con-
clude that the excess above the calculated yield cannot
be explained by another choice of the resonances in our
calculations. The substantially different shape of the ex-
perimental invariant mass distribution, as compared to the
simulation, indicates also the importance of the off-shell
vector couplings.
This conclusion seems to be corroborated by the com-
parison of the pe+e− invariant mass distribution with the
simulation, displayed in Fig. 11 (right), which shows that
the excess is indeed located around the N(1520) resonance
known to have a sizable decay branch to the ρ meson.
5.2 Comparisons to models assuming a ”full”
resonance-ρ coupling scheme
In this subsection we present a comparison of the e+e−
and pe+e− invariant mass distributions from our exper-
iment to the results of calculations assuming dielectron
production through the resonance decayR→ pρ→ pe+e−.
As already mentioned, such a factorization scheme is used
in transport models like the GiBUU and the UrQMD. The
results of the two models were recently published [18,45]
and were compared to our inclusive data [16]. In order to
compare the calculations of the contributions to the exclu-
sive ppe+e− channel we have to select only final states in-
cluding single resonance production. The respective cross
sections are given in Table 2 and the branching ratios to
pρ are listed in [18] and [45]. Table 3 summarizes these
branching ratios (columns ”GiBUU” and ”UrQMD”) to-
gether with more recent results from a multichannel par-
tial wave analysis which are discussed below in this sec-
tion.
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Resonances GiBUU UrQMD KSU BG CLAS
N(1520) 21 15 20.9(7) 10(3) 13(4)
∆(1620) 29 5 26(2) 12(9) 16
N(1720) 87 73 1.4(5) 10(13) -
∆(1905) 87 80 < 14 42(8) -
Table 3. Branching ratios (in percent) for R → Nρ de-
cays applied in GiBUU [18] (second column) and UrQMD [45]
(third column) for the most important dielectron sources. KSU:
BR(Nρ) and its error (in brackets) from multichannel PWA
[47], BG: the difference between the total and the sum of all de-
termined partial branching ratios (except Nρ) from the Bonn-
Gatchina group [48]. CLAS: results from the analysis [49]. For
more details see the text.
We start with the GiBUU events, provided by the au-
thors of [18], which were filtered through the HADES ac-
ceptance and reconstruction efficiency matrices. For the
resonance production a non isotropic production was as-
sumed according to the measured t distributions presented
in Section 4.1. The ω meson production is generated as-
suming uniform phase space population.
The two plots in Fig. 12 show a comparison of the
dielectron and the pe+e− invariant mass distributions to
the results of calculations normalized to the same elastic
scattering yield. The total yield (solid curves) is decom-
posed into the contributions originating from the ∆(1232)
(red curves), the ω meson (blue curves) and the higher
mass resonances (dashed green curve) which are mainly
the decays of N(1520) (38%), N(1720) (22%), ∆(1620)
(15%) and ∆(1905) (6.5%). The measured distributions
are well described, except some lacking intensity at low di-
electron and pe+e− invariant masses and some overshoot
just below the vector meson pole. The missing yield might
suggest an even stronger contribution of N(1520), as also
indicated by the comparison to pion spectra in Fig. 10,
where the calculations based on cross sections used in the
GiBUU (model1) do not describe the npi+ invariant mass
distributions around 1.5 GeV/c2. On the other hand, an
application of the cross section for N(1520) and N(1440)
obtained from our analysis would overestimate the mea-
sured dielectron yield almost by a factor 2.
Since the resonance sources contributing to the dielec-
tron production in UrQMD [23] are almost the same as in
GiBUU [18], one can estimate the corresponding yields.
Indeed, according to [45] (see figure 7 in there) the main
contributions to the ρ production stem from N(1720),
N(1520),∆(1905) andN(1680), respectively. The produc-
tion cross sections are given in Table 2 and are by a factor
5− 6 larger than the corresponding cross sections used in
the GiBUU code [18]. Consequently, the calculated total
dielectron yield below the vector meson pole, including
the ∆(1232) contribution, is overestimated by a factor of
about 3. Also the authors of [45] came to similar conclu-
sions comparing their calculations to the inclusive dielec-
tron production measured by DLS [46]. The UrQMD code
is recently under revision and we hope that our data on
exclusive channels will help to improve the description of
dielectron production.
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From the presented comparison one can see that, al-
though both models were well tuned to describe the to-
tal pion production cross sections, the predictions for di-
electron production differ substantially. This is not a sur-
prise since, in spite of the large branching ratios for the
Nρ decays assumed in the calculations, dielectrons are
very sensitive to the resonance contributions. In particu-
lar, e+e− contributions from Dalitz decays of higher mass
resonances are significant, larger than expected from∆(1232)
Dalitz decay, and require a good understanding of the R→
pe+e− decay mechanism. In the factorization scheme, with
off-shell ρ-resonance coupling, the dielectron yield depends
on the R → pρ branching ratios which are taken in both
models within the limits given by the PDG [30]. The
extracted parameters are based on various multichannel
analyses of pion induced reactions (mainly two-pion pro-
duction), suffering from low statistics. A new comprehen-
sive multichannel analysis of the pion and photon induced
reactions, performed by Shrestha and Manley (KSU) [47]
and by the Bonn-Gatchina (BG) group [48], however, shows
smaller branching ratios for the Nρ decays (see Table 3).
In the BG analysis the dominant channel for the two-pion
production is the ∆pi channel. The group does not provide
any branching ratios for the pρ decay (pi+pi− final state is
not included in the analysis), however, from the provided
branching ratios (mainly piN and ∆pi) one can estimate
the contribution left for the pρ decay. Table 3 shows the
respective estimates, which for the most important reso-
nances N(1520), N(1720) ∆(1620) predict branching ra-
tios of the order of 10% only. Also the recent results from
CLAS [49] suggest lower values of the branching ratios
(see the rightmost column in Table 2).
Using the BG branching ratio would lead to an un-
derestimation of the dielectron yield if the cross sections
applied in GiBUU [18] are strictly used. However, if the
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higher cross sections for the N(1520) and smaller for the
N(1440), N(1535), as extracted from our simulations, are
taken the calculation explains the measured ppe+e− yield
slightly better, as seen in Fig. 12 (model1 - dashed dotted
curve). Hence, it remains still a subject of future work,
both on theoretical and experimental sides, to better con-
strain the properties of the R → pe+e− decay. In this
context, future experiments of HADES with pion beams
aiming at investigations of pion and dielectron production
in the second resonance region are expected to provide new
valuable information.
5.3 Summary and Outlook
We have presented a combined analysis of the three exclu-
sive channels pppi0, pnpi+ and ppe+e− in p + p collisions
using a proton beam with a kinetic energy of 3.5 GeV
(
√
s = 3.18 GeV). From the pion production channels we
have estimated exclusive ∆ and N∗ resonance production
cross sections by means of a resonance model. We have
also derived empirical angular distributions for the pro-
duction of resonances showing a strong forward-backward
peaking which is characteristic for peripheral reactions. A
good description of the experimental data in the detector
acceptance has been achieved allowing for an extrapola-
tion to the full solid angle and an extraction of the pion
production cross sections. Although the applied model as-
sumes a simplified reaction mechanism ignoring interfer-
ences between various intermediate states it describes the
data surprisingly well. Further studies, e.g. by means of
the partial wave analysis, are on the way, including also
data on lower energy, to estimate the effect of the latter
and to study production of resonances in more detail. Nev-
ertheless, the obtained results are very useful for a com-
parison of various parameterizations of the production of
resonances used in the transport codes, as shown for the
GiBUU and UrQMD codes.
Dielectron production from electromagnetic baryon-
resonance Dalitz-decays and two-body ω meson decay (ω →
e+e−) have been investigated in the ppe+e− channel. Clear
signals of the ω meson and the resonance decays have
been established. In particular, a significant yield below
the vector meson pole has been measured and attributed
to the Dalitz decays of baryon resonances. Using the res-
onance model approach, upper limits for the various reso-
nance contributions to the dielectron spectrum have been
obtained assuming point-like baryon-virtual-photon cou-
plings. The calculated dielectron yields cannot reproduce
the measured yield and suggest strong off-shell vector me-
son couplings, which should influence the respective elec-
tromagnetic Transition Form-Factors (eTFF). Upcoming
theoretical studies of the eTFF in the time-like region are
eagerly awaited for a more detailed comparison with our
data.
An alternative approach for the Dalitz decay of reso-
nances assuming a factorization scheme R→ pρ→ pe+e−
was studied following the implementation used in the GiBUU
and UrQMD codes. The GiBUU calculations explain the
dielectron and pe+e− invariant mass distributions, except
the low-mass region which are due to a too small N(1520)
contribution visible also in the comparison of the model to
the npi+ invariant mass distribution. On the other hand
simulations based on the resonance cross sections used in
UrQMD overestimate dielectron yields by a factor 3. How-
ever, the calculated dielectron yields depend strongly on
the R → pρ branching ratios which, according to new re-
sults from multichannel analyses of pion and photon reac-
tions off the proton, might be smaller than presently used
in transport calculations. This conclusion is also corrobo-
rated by our model calculations employing smaller branch-
ing ratios and the cross sections for resonance production
derived from the pppi0 and nppi+ channels. Further theo-
retical studies, including our results on exclusive ppe+e−,
are needed to better understand the electromagnetic de-
cays of baryon resonances. In this respect, pion-proton
collisions with simultaneous reconstruction of different fi-
nal meson states are promising to pin down the excitation
of resonances and couplings to virtual photos.
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7 Appendix
In order to visualize the good description of the data by
our resonance model calculations we present angular dis-
tributions in the Gottfried-Jackson (GJ) and the helicity
(H) reference frames. We employ the same notation and
definitions of the respective angles as given in our previous
work [41]. For example, in the notation θn−pi
+
p−pi+
, the lower
label defines the H rest frame of the two particle system
(p − pi+) in which all the momentum vectors are calcu-
lated, and the upper label denotes the momentum vectors
(in this case, the neutron and pion) used for the open-
ing angle calculation. For the GJ reference frame, only
one index is used since the angle is always calculated with
respect to the beam particle direction.
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Fig. 13. Angular distributions in the Gottfried-Jackson reference frame (top) for the pnpi+ final state compared to the results
of simulations (dashed curve) decomposed into contributions of various resonances and in the helicity (bottom) reference frame
(for the line style, see Fig. 4).
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compared to the results of simulations (dashed curves) decomposed into contributions of various resonances (line style as in
Fig. 4).
Figure 13 displays the angular distributions for the
pnpi+ final state in the GJ reference frame and the angular
distributions in the H reference frame. Although they are
strongly affected by the HADES acceptance they still re-
veal interesting features related to resonance production.
The helicity distributions are connected to the invariant
mass distributions and exhibit structures which related to
the contributions of individual resonances. As expected,
the npi+ helicity frame allows to reveal the ppi+ states. In
the case of ppi+ helicity frame, the resonant states deriv-
ing from the single charge states, are covered by the decay
pattern of the ∆++ resonances.
The angular distributions of nucleons calculated in the
GJ frame display a strong forward-backward peaking. The
angle θpi
+
ppi+
in the GJ frame describes the decay angle of
the double-charged∆++ and should be sensitive to the ex-
pected anisotropy of the ∆(1232) decay. Indeed, the data
seems to follow the trend expected for the ∆(1232) but are
not perfectly described by our simulation. This might be
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a consequence of the isotropically modeled decays of the
other resonances. However, we found only a small sensitiv-
ity to modeling of these distributions within the HADES
acceptance.
Figure 14 displays the angular distributions in the GJ
and H reference frames for the pppi0 final state. The same
definitions of angles and notations are used as for the pnpi+
final state. Since the final state includes two indistinguish-
able protons only four distributions are presented. The two
distributions including two protons were averaged, as ex-
plained above. As one can see, for the pppi0 reaction even
a better description of the data by our model has been
achieved. It is interesting to note that the GJ distribu-
tion for the ppi0 system, which is dominated by the N∗
contributions (particularly N(1520)), is well described by
our simulations, hence corroborating our assumption of an
isotropic resonance decay.
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